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This book offers contemporary perspectives on English pronunciation teaching
and research in the context of increasing multilingualism and English as an
international language. It reviews current theory and practice in pronunciation
pedagogy, language learning, language assessment, and technological
developments, and presents an expanded view of pronunciation in
communication, education, and employment. Its eight chapters provide a
comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of pronunciation and the linguistic and
social functions it fulfils. Topics include pronunciation in first and second
language acquisition; instructional approaches and factors impacting teachers’
curriculum decisions; methods for assessing pronunciation; the use of technology
for pronunciation teaching, learning, and testing; pronunciation issues of teachers
who are second-language speakers; and applications of pronunciation research
and pedagogy in L1 literacy and speech therapy, forensic linguistics, and health,
workplace, and political communication. The chapters also critically examine the
research base supporting specific teaching approaches and identify research
gaps in need of further investigation. This rigorous work will provide an invaluable
resource for teachers and teacher educators; in addition to researchers in the
fields of applied linguistics, phonology and communication.
Kafka on the Shore displays one of the world’s great storytellers at the peak of
his powers. Here we meet a teenage boy, Kafka Tamura, who is on the run, and
Nakata, an aging simpleton who is drawn to Kafka for reasons that he cannot
fathom. As their paths converge, acclaimed author Haruki Murakami enfolds
readers in a world where cats talk, fish fall from the sky, and spirits slip out of
their bodies to make love or commit murder, in what is a truly remarkable
journey.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the
blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been
kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the
month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested
that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public."
-an excerpt
Set in a lethal pro football league 700 years in the future, THE ROOKIE is a story
that combines the intense gridiron action of "Any Given Sunday" with the space
opera style of "Star Wars" and the criminal underworld of "The Godfather." Aliens
and humans alike play positions based on physiology, creating receivers that
jump 25 feet into the air, linemen that bench-press 1,200 pounds, and
linebackers that literally want to eat you. Organized crime runs every franchise,
games are fixed and rival players are assassinated. Follow the story of Quentin
Barnes, a 19-year-old quarterback prodigy that has been raised all his life to
hate, and kill, those aliens. Quentin must deal with his racism and learn to lead,
or he'll wind up just another stat in the column marked "killed on the field." In the
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Galactic Football League, wars are no longer fought in space, but on the gridiron.
If you like aliens and football then I suspect you're unlikely to find a better
combination than than THE ROOKIE.
In Building Academic Vocabulary: Teacher s Manual, Robert J. Marzano and
Debra J. Pickering give teachers a practical way to help students master
academic vocabulary. Research has shown that when teachers, schools, and
districts take a systematic approach to helping students identify and master
essential vocabulary and concepts of a given subject area, student
comprehension and achievement rises. In the manual, readers will find the
following tools: * A method to help teachers, schools, and districts determine
which academic vocabulary terms are most essential for their needs * A six-step
process for direct instruction in subject area vocabulary * A how-to to help
students use the Building Academic Vocabulary: Student Notebook. The six-step
method encourages students to learn critical academic vocabulary by connecting
these terms to prior knowledge using linguistic and non-linguistic means that
further encourage the refinement and deepening of their understanding. *
Suggestions for tailoring academic vocabulary procedures for English Language
Learners. * Samples and blackline masters for a variety of review activities and
games that reinforce and refine student understanding of the academic terms
and concepts they learn. The book also includes a list of 7, 923 vocabulary terms
culled from the national standards documents and other publications, organized
into 11 subject areas and 4 grade-level categories. Building Academic
Vocabulary: Teacher s Manual puts into practice the research and ideas outlined
in Marzano s previous book Building Background Knowledge for Academic
Achievement. Using the teacher s manual and vocabulary notebooks, educators
can guide students in using tools and activities that will help them deepen their
own understanding of critical academic vocabulary--the building blocks for
achievement in each discipline.
Presents step-by-step instructions on the features of Windows 8, covering such
topics as working with the desktop, exploring applications, managing files, and
connecting with other devices and the Cloud.
South Africa’s high rate of unemployment (26.4%) makes it a complete outlier
compared with other middle-income countries. Indeed, the unemployment rate rises to
36% if discouraged workers are taken into account. It underpins extreme poverty and
inequality and is a major contributor to social dislocation. If it were not for increased
social payments, poverty would have continued to increase since the advent of
democracy in 1994. Unemployment also represents a huge cost to growth. This book
focuses on the growth path of the economy. The starting point is that while more rapid
economic expansion is an important objective, at any given level of growth, the
economy as a whole needs to become more labour-absorbing. The central question
posed is how to bring about changes in the economic structure and pattern of
development, which would lead to the attainment of this objective. The authors argue
that employment needs to be much more centrally positioned within the economic and
social policy arena. They emphasise innovative approaches within a broader focus on
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the growth path, and employment-intensive growth. And they posit that the negative
impact of previous ‘distortions’ requires much more than a levelling of the playing field
via market-based reforms. Apart from presenting an alternative growth path which could
start to shift the economy in new directions, the book tackles themes which have
received only limited attention, such as wage subsidies, youth unemployment and
employment growth in rural areas.
Computing Methodologies -- Text Processing.
A “highly imaginative and utterly exhilarating” (Thrillist) debut that is “the best of what
science fiction can be: a thought-provoking, heartrending story about the choices that
define our lives” (Kirkus Reviews, Best Debut Fiction and Best Science Fiction &
Fantasy of the Year). FINALIST FOR THE LOCUS AWARD • NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY TORDOTCOM AND KIRKUS REVIEWS A
mysterious child lands in the care of a solitary woman, changing both of their lives
forever. I expected many things from this trip. I did not expect a family. A ship captain,
unfettered from time. A mute child, burdened with unimaginable power. A millennia-old
woman, haunted by lifetimes of mistakes. In this captivating debut of connection across
space and time, these outsiders will find in each other the things they lack: a place of
love and belonging. A safe haven. A new beginning. But the past hungers for them, and
when it catches up, it threatens to tear this makeshift family apart. Praise for The
Vanished Birds “This is the most impressive debut of 2020.”—Locus “This extraordinary
science fiction epic, which delves deep into the perils of failing to learn from one’s
mistakes, is perfect for fans of big ideas and intimate reflections.”—Publishers Weekly
(starred review) “A lyrical and moving narrative of space travel, found families, and lost
loves set against an evocative space-opera background.”—Booklist (starred review)
“The Vanished Birds finds an intimate heartbeat of longing in a saga of galactic
progress and its crushing fallout. . . . A novel of vast scope that yet makes time for
compassion, wonder, and poetry.”—Indra Das, author of The Devourers
Maximize Kindle Fire's multimedia, entertainment, and Internet capabilities, use apps,
and read eBooks--virtually anywhere! How to Do Everything: Kindle Fire makes it easy
for you to enjoy all of the exciting multimedia content, entertainment-related apps, and
personal productivity features of Amazon's Kindle Fire. Learn how to register, set up,
and customize your Kindle Fire; browse, download (or stream) and experience TV
shows, movies, games, music, audiobooks, and other multimedia content; use Gallery
to organize and view photos; surf the web; manage your email accounts; access, use,
and edit Microsoft Office files...and of course, use the Kindle fire as a powerful eBook
reader. Set up and get started using your Kindle fire right away Get connected to the
Internet and use Amazon's Cloud Drive Master the Navigation Bar, Favorites Bar,
Carousel, and other Home Screen features Load your Kindle Fire with music from
Amazon's MP3 Music Store (and other sources), and listen to your digital music library
anywhere Transfer files and data to and from your computer wirelessly or via USB link
Manage your contacts and schedule Quickly find the best deals on anything you're
shopping for online Read bestsellers, your favorite authors, or the latest issues of
popular newspapers and magazines Discover the best apps to dramatically enhance
the capabilities of your Kindle Fire Play thousands of popular games Manage your
Facebook and/or Twitter accounts while on the go
The first novel in the Poseidon's Children series from the acclaimed author of the
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Revelation Space series. One hundred and fifty years from now, Africa has become the
world’s dominant technological and economic power. Crime, war, disease and poverty
have been practically eliminated. The Moon and Mars are settled, and colonies stretch
all the way out to the edge of the solar system. And Ocular, the largest scientific
instrument in history, is about to make an epochal discovery... Geoffrey Akinya wants
only one thing: to be left in peace, so that he can continue his long-running studies into
the elephants of the Amboseli basin. But Geoffrey’s family, which controls the vast
Akinya business empire, has other plans for him. After the death of his grandmother
Eunice—the erstwhile space explorer and entrepreneur—something awkward has come
to light on the Moon, so Geoffrey is dispatched there to ensure the family name remains
untarnished. But the secrets Eunice died with are about to be revealed—secrets that
could change everything...or tear this near utopia apart.
An Unabridged, Digitally Enlarged Printing Of The Revised Edition With Selections
From His Correspondence And Writings To Include The Cambridge Essays.

"This booklet examines how blindness and low vision can influence learning and
provides strategies teachers can use in the classroom"--Page 3.
"Faster Smarter Digital Photography" shows you how to produce high-quality
digital stills -- faster, smarter, and easier! You get practical, concise guidance for
selecting the right digital camera for your needs; composing better shots; editing
and manipulating your photos; using the digital media capabilities in the Microsoft
"RM" Windows "RM" XP operating system; and preparing images for print or
online delivery. "Faster Smarter Digital Photography" delivers accurate, how-to
information that's easy to absorb and apply. The language is friendly and down-toearth, with no jargon or silly chatter. Use the concise explanations, easy
numbered steps, and visual examples that help you get great-looking results for
home or office.
Entrepreneurs often suffer from "superhero syndrome"—the misconception that to
be successful, they must do everything themselves. Not only are they the boss,
but also the salesperson, HR manager, copywriter, operations manager, online
marketing guru, and so much more. It's no wonder why so many people give up
the dream of starting a business—it's just too much for one person to handle. But
outsourcing expert and "Virtual CEO," Chris Ducker knows how you can get the
help you need with resources you can afford. Small business owners,
consultants, and online entrepreneurs don't have to go it alone when they
discover the power of building teams of virtual employees to help run, support,
and grow their businesses. Virtual Freedom: How to Work with Virtual Staff to
Buy More Time, Become More Productive, and Build Your Dream Business is the
step-by-step guide every entrepreneur needs to build his or her business with the
asset of working with virtual employees. Focusing on business growth, Ducker
explains every detail you need to grasp, from figuring out which jobs you should
outsource to finding, hiring, training, motivating, and managing virtual assistants.
With additional tactics and online resources, Virtual Freedom is the ultimate
resource of the knowledge and tools necessary for building your dream business
with the help of virtual staff.
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Trouble with your PC? What do you do if your hard disk crashes or all you see
are black lines on your monitor? With this handy "Troubleshooting" guide, it's
easy to pinpoint -- and solve -- your own hardware and software problems. Fast!
Each section opens with a troubleshooting chart to help quickly diagnose the
source of the problem. It offers clear, step-by-step solutions to try right away, plus
a full chapter of things to do to stay out of trouble or learn a new trick. Continuous
support via the Troubleshooting "Latest Solutions" Web site provides monthly
updates on additional problem solving information. Books in the
"Troubleshooting" series are colorful, superbly organized, and easy to read,
giving even novice users the confidence to fix it themselves -- without sending
their PCs to the shop or wasting time on futile trial and error.
This volume covers a state-of-the-art illustration of recent discoveries concerning
obesity-related fatty liver diseases and liver cancer. The contents are extensive
and comprehensive. It brings important topics in the field all together under one
umbrella, from epidemiology and etiology, molecular pathogenesis, cellular
biology, epigenetics, immunology, microbiology, animal models to therapeutic
approaches and treatments. All the book contributors are leading experts in the
field. It will appeal to researchers, clinicians and graduate students in obesity,
fatty liver diseases, GI/Liver cancer field. It may also yield benefits for
pharmaceutical companies with regard to drug discovery.
This volume presents eight good practice examples of problem-driven political
economy analysis conducted at the World Bank, and reflect what the Bank has
so far been able to achieve in mainstreaming this approach into its operations
and policy dialogue.
ePortfolio Performance Support Systems: Constructing, Presenting, and Assessing Portfolios
addresses theories and practices advanced by some of the most innovative and active
proponents of ePortfolios.
Want to dictate up to 5000 WORDS an hour? Want to do it with 99% ACCURACY from the day
you start? NEW EDITION: UPDATED to cover the latest Dragon Professional Individual v15 for
PC & v6 for Mac FREE video training included! As writers, we all know what an incredible tool
dictation software can be. It enables us to write faster and avoid the dangers of RSI and a
sedentary lifestyle. But many of us give up on dictating when we find we can't get the accuracy
we need to be truly productive. This book changes all of that. With almost two decades of
using Dragon software under his belt and a wealth of insider knowledge from within the
dictation industry, Scott Baker will reveal how to supercharge your writing and achieve sky-high
recognition accuracy from the moment you start using the software. You will learn: - Hidden
tricks to use when installing Dragon NaturallySpeaking on a Windows PC or Dragon Dictate for
Mac; - How to choose the right microphone and set it up perfectly for speech recognition; - The
little-known techniques that will ensure around 99% accuracy from your first install – and how
to make this even better over time; - Setting up fail-safe dictation profiles with multiple
microphones and voice recorders, without impacting your accuracy; - How to train the software
to adapt to both your voice AND writing style and avoid your accuracy declining; - Strategies
for achieving your entire daily word count in just one or two hours; - Many more tips and tricks
you won't find anywhere else. At the end of the book, you'll also find an exclusive list of
resources and links to FREE video training to take your knowledge even further. It's time to
write at the speed of speech – and transform your writing workflow forever! Subject keywords:
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Dragon Dictate Naturally Speaking for PC Mac, dictating your book or novel, dictation for
writers authors beginners advanced, creative writing guides, self publishing
Showcases the Web design and publishing tool's updated features, covering toolbars, palettes,
site management tools, layout design, Cascading Style Sheets, and image maps.
The popular "For Teachers" series examines the Mac as a classroom tool. "Macs For
Teachers" provides simple instructions on setting up, upgrading, and troubleshooting a Mac. It
explains the Internet and the role it can play in the classroom. The CD-ROM includes file
protection programs, font and clip art samples, demo programs for gradebooks and curriculum
planning, AOL software (with free trial hours), and more.
Updated with the latest advances from the field, GUIDE TO COMPUTER FORENSICS AND
INVESTIGATIONS, Fifth Edition combines all-encompassing topic coverage and authoritative
information from seasoned experts to deliver the most comprehensive forensics resource
available. This proven author team's wide ranging areas of expertise mirror the breadth of
coverage provided in the book, which focuses on techniques and practices for gathering and
analyzing evidence used to solve crimes involving computers. Providing clear instruction on
the tools and techniques of the trade, it introduces readers to every step of the computer
forensics investigation-from lab set-up to testifying in court. It also details step-by-step
guidance on how to use current forensics software. Appropriate for learners new to the field, it
is also an excellent refresher and technology update for professionals in law enforcement,
investigations, or computer security. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Things I Would Say carries poetry that details what most 20-somethings and other millennials
are thinking, but are too afraid to express freely. TIWS digs deep into the cerebrum of the
author to tell those reading that it's okay to be fearful of the future, that it's okay not to have
everything figured out, and that your effort IS enough. Throughout the book, one will also grasp
that he/she relates in some way to what the author has written. Some standout poems include
Window Pain, Anxious Thoughts, Affirmations, 222, and Family Fued. But in actuality, every
piece deserves to be thoroughly read. Aside from this, TIWS shows that great strength comes
with being vulnerable and honest with yourself. Page after page, you feel more confident in
taking charge of your destiny and the need to hold on a little closer to those you love. Things I
Would Say is ultimately a collection of poetry that many people should carry by their side when
they're confused, feeling discouraged, or can't find the strength to tell others what's going on
beyond the surface.

"Atlas left earth 40 years ago with 1,000 passengers seeking greater pastures in
space. One of them was Carlos Moreno's mother, changing his life forever at an
age too young to do anything about it. Enter Alejandro Casales, leader of the
Circle, a religious cult that thrives on simplicity above all else. Now, after Carlos
has left the Circle in his past, he is an indentured Ministry of Justice employee,
assigned to the investigation after Casales is found dead in his hotel
room."--Booklist.
Thrown out of the Space Academy in disgrace, Ky Vatta, the daughter of a
leading interstellar trading dynasty, is given the chance to redeem herself by
captaining one of Vatta's oldest ships on its voyage to the scrapyards, but her
journey takes on unexpected challenges when she finds herself and her crew
trapped in the middle of a colonial war, in the first volume in a new military
science fiction series. Reprint.
The Student Success Guide is a brand new print supplement automatically
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packaged with all versions of Discovering Computers ©2012. This guide will help
students succeed by establishing goals for what students are expected to
achieve in the course and showing them how to best use the tools available in
the textbook and in the Computer Concepts CourseMate. This guide promotes: 1.
Engagement: Connects content with students’ everyday life. 2. Retention: 3.
Goal-driven approach helps students focus their study. 4. Results: Learning
guides to improve students’ performance. 4. Currency: Tools for students to
learn about the latest advances in technology. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
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